National Science Centre Complex is located on Dev Prakash Shastri Marg, this complex offers Conferences Facilities that rank amongst the best in capital. Not only does it provide an ideal environment for organizing conferences, seminars, workshops, meetings and trainings, it also offers an entire set of logistics to support and enhance these events in a holistic manner. With the added advantage of vast podium spaces to accommodate large gatherings during lunches or exhibitions, and a guest house for boarding and lodging of international standards.

The second floor of the office - block of NASC complex houses a range of modern, state-of-the-art centrally air conditioned conference facilities - The Conference Room, Training Hall, Lecture Hall, a VIP Guest Room and for smaller group meetings, an ethnic board room in the International Guest House.
Conference Room

- Accommodates up to 40 delegates.
- Equipped with the most modern digital audio conferencing system with digital and analogue audio recording facilities.
- Audio proceedings of the meeting can be composed into digital form for printing.
- In-built LAN & Internet access facility.
- Fitted with computer aided presentation facility with hydraulic lift for LCD and motorized screen.
- Network mode printing facility.
- Integrated control facility for lights and projection, through cordless Conference Room Integrator (CRI).

Lecture Hall

- Accommodates up to 92 delegates.
- Equipped with a audio conferencing system with recording facility.
- Fitted with computer aided presentation facility with hydraulic lift for LCD and motorized screen.
- A presenter controls the presentation through interactive panel fitted on the podium.
- Network mode printing facility.

Training Hall

- Accommodates up to 46 delegates.
- Equipped with audio conferencing system / recording facility.
- Fitted with computer aided presentation facility with hydraulic lift for LCD and motorized screen.
- A presenter controls the presentation through interactive panel fitted on the podium.
- In-built LAN & Internet access facility.
- Network mode printing facility.
- Video conferencing facility.
- Board Room

- Symposium Hall

- A.P. Shinde Auditorium

- State-of-the-art facilities for seminars and conference, or fine arts events.
- Seating capacity of upto 257 persons.
- Facilities for recording proceedings.
- LCD screen presentation.
- Computerized control on screen projection through various modes: slides, video, CD and multimedia including automatic queuing, delegate name, display etc.
- Simultaneous interpretation in (1 + 3) languages.
- Theatre lighting for small musical and dance recitals.
- Catering.
- Office wing.

- Accommodates upto 35 delegates, including 15 in the back row.
- Equipped with cordless audio presentation facility.
- Fitted with computer aided presentation facility with hydraulic lift for LCD and motorized screen.
An elegantly furnished and comfortable room, ideally suited for resting and small group informal discussion.

Lobby

Neat and compact space, suitably furnished for tea-breaks.

Office Block

Organizers would love to have such well-equipped facilities for computer work along with network mode printing. LAN for collaborative work and internet access. It is equipped with a small pantry/tea corner for the office staff and others.
National Agricultural Science Museum, situated in the premises of National Agricultural Science Centre (NASC) Complex of the Indian Council of Agricultural Research, New Delhi is unique in concept and only one of its kind. The sprawling two-storeyed building, which houses the museum is spread over 2000 sq. m. The development of Indian agriculture since the pre-historic age to the present is displayed in vibrant detail.
The International Guest House, an elegant low rise building, is spread over 4144 sqm of floor area and is designed to offer state-of-the-art facilities to accommodate ICAR’s guests.

- Centrally air-conditioned building.
- 76 single/double rooms for guests (Area 20.32 sqm each).
- Health fitness centre / yoga centre.
- Underground parking capacity for 350 cars.
- Facility for internet access at Reception block and also in the rooms on broadband PBX network.

- 22 VIP Suites (Area 36.81 sqm each).
- VIP Dining Hall/Cafeteria.
- Internet cafe, tennis court.
- Lounge with TV.
- The Agriculture Centre (TAC).

All VIP Suites are elegantly furnished and offer drawing room, telephone facilities, colour television with satellite programmed connectivity, slow water heating system, tea and coffee making facility, along with a pantry.

Rooms with Double bed

With pleasing interiors and amenities, the double bed room offers the full services package.

Rooms with Single bed

These neatly designed single bed rooms are equipped with telephones, solar water heating system, and tea-coffee making facilities.
Catering Services

Catering Services offer a range of flavours, covering Indian, Chinese, Continental, North and South Indian Cuisine prepared by a team of expert chefs & cooks. For all events in the conference complex, lunch & dinner will be served to delegates only by a caterer approved by the council, on an advanced order basis, in elegantly designed dining room and other places.

Exhibition cum Dining Hall

This spacious, centrally air-conditioning hall is ideally suited for Exhibition or serving lunch/dinner to large gatherings.